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Summary of Talmud
And 4000 years of Jewish Talmudic Studies and Commentary on Talmud + Shulchan Aruch
This work is
One Man's
Judaism
The Soul behind Jewish Belief, Theology and Mitzvot
This book represents my own interpretation of the mystery of God. Torah humans—God has no favorites.
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6.1. The Creator and Father of all humans knows what laws to have, each of His children observe to achieve eternal life.
happiness and fulfillment are which the human is created. The laws are different for Jewish men Jewish women priests - Kohenim.
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Non-Jews have different laws than Jews. Non-Jews are permitted by Judaism to legislate all their
in however

Jews must believe in a strict

Monotheism

Jews must obey all the

7 Nostras of Principles
In addition to all the trials given at Mt. Siwai 3400 years ago, summarized today in the 4 parts of the